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1 Introduction 

The logic behind the threading approach to the prediction of 
an amino acid sequence’s expected three-dimensional fold is 
almost seductively simple, if not obvious. Given the extreme 
difficulty of any direct. de notlo, quantum !evel approach 
and our aesthetic sense of science as espressed in Ockam’s 
principle of parsimony, this seduction 1s understandable. In 
practice. however, the threading approach has not yet lived 
up to our espectations (Lemer et al. 199.5). Before asking 
why, let’s review what is general!y meant by this approach 
to protein fold prediction. 

Threading rests on two basic ideas: first, t,hat, there is 
a limited and rather small number of basic “protein do- 
main” core folds or architectures tilat need to be modeled; 
and, second, that a sum over a sequence’s amino acid strllc- 
tural environment preferences is a sufficient indicator for 
the recognition of natiT,e-like folds. The first of these ideas 
arises from our understandi~ig of polymer chemist,ry, which 
suggests t,hat there is only a limited number of ways to fold 
a repetitive polymer of t.wc basic unit types (hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic), and fron. tht o.bservatioit ttlat the vast 

majority of determined stxc-tares fall into onl!, a few core 
architect,ures. The latt,er arty perhaps first clearly stated by 
Jane Richardson in her “taxonomy of proteins” :Ricl:ard- 
son lY81). The second basic threading idea is also rooted 
in observation as well as theory. First. protein structures 
and even their functions are knowa to be very robust to 
amino acid substitut,ions, an obvious requirement of any suc- 
cessfully evolving system. As has been noted many times, 
the mauy hundreds of dist,inct globin amino acid sequences 
fold to nearly identical structures, thus supporting the idea 
that some average over a sequence’s structural environmen- 
tal preferences is as important as the atomic level det,ails. 
Ba.srd on these two combined ideas, it has seemed reason- 
able, given a library of all expected basic fold architectures 
and an understanding of which average properties of amino 
acids determine their structural environment preferences, 
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that we should be able to recog;nize which basic fold is pre- 
ferred by which sequence. We should also recognize that this 
simply mvolves identifying the fold that places the amino 
acids in their overall most favored structural environment.s. 
(See Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the t,hreading 
problem.) 

The complexity of finding the optimal sequence to strut:- 
ture threading is a function of whet,her arbitrary length gaps 
are allowed in the alignment sf the sequence to the model 
fold, and whether or not the score function includes pairwise 
or higher order amino acid structural environments (Lath- 
rop 1994; Lathrop and Smith 1996). In the general ca.sc 
where both arbitrary alignment gaps and pairwise interac- 
tions are allowed the threading problem has been shown to 
be NP-complete (Lathrop 1994). Our current knowledge of 
protein structure and evolution supports the need to allow 
alignment gaps, since single residues or entire independent 
domains have been observed to have been inserted into the 
surface loops of many prcteins. Second, inclusion of at least 
pairwise interactions in the definition of amino acid strltc.- 
tural environmental preferences is based on the assumption. 
that, at the very least, the compact nat.ure of proteins rr- 
quires significant contact interactions between spat,ial neigll- 
boring amino acids. In addit,ion, it has long been assumed 
t.hat the fundamental atomic level pairwise interactions be- 
tween amino acids help determine t.he final fold. and that 
these can be reasonably approsimated at the sitie cha.in-sidt 
chain level. 

2 Current Methodologies 

There are four components to any practical application G: 
the threading approach to the prediction of the three dimen- 
sionai fold for an amino acid sequence: 
1) Construction of a complete as possible library of modeled 
folds. 

?) X scoring schema to evaluate any particular threading 
or alignment of a srquence into such a modeled fold. 
.,I Some means of searching over the vast space of possihlc 

a!ignments between each sequence and each fold for the ~nr 
with opt,imal score. (See Figure 1.) 
4) .A means of r!loosing the best model for a sequence given 

the optimal scoring alignments of that sequence to all mod- 
&d folds. 
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Figure 1: An illustrat,ion of the gapped protein thread- 
ing methodology [Bryant and Lawrence, 1993, Greer, 1990, 
Jones et al., 1992) used in this work. (-4 and B) Conceptual 
drawing of two structurally simiiar proteins and a common 
core of four secondary structure segments (dark lines, I-L). 
To form the structural models used here, side-chains are 
replaced by a methyl group Ind loops are removed. (C) .4b- 
stract st,ructural model sho~~;ng spatial adjacencies (interac- 
tions). Small circles represent amine acid positions (core el- 
ements), and thin lines connect neighbors in the folded core. 
The structural environments and spatially neighboring posi- 
tions will be recorded fox later use by the score function. (D) 
One possible threading with a novel sequence. .4 sequence is 
threaded through the model by placing successive sequence 
amino acid residues into adjacent core elements. indexes the 
sequence residue placed into the first element of segment S. 
Sequence regions between core segments become connecting 
turns or loops.(Lathrop and Smith 1996) 

The first three of these four c0mponent.s have proposed 
xxutions. There are a number proposed for the first and sec- 
ond (Greer lYY0, Jones et ai. 1992, Bryant and Lawrence 
lYY3, White et al. 1994, Stultz et al. 1YYG) and the third has 
recently received a practical algorithmic solution (Lathrop k 
Smith 19%). However, while the amino acid structural en- 
vironment scoring schema has the most proposed solutions. 
they ale the least satisfying solutions. Finally, a statistically 
rigorous solution to the fourth is still problematic. 

The branch-and-bound search algorithm described by 
Lathrop & Smith (19Y6), which solves the third subprob- 
lem above, accepts as input the sequence, a near arbitrary 
scoring schema, and compatible fold models. The global 
optimal score and the entire pseudo-energy or score func- 
tion landscape are completely determinrd by that input, al- 
though unknown in general. The task of the algorithm is to 
identify the global score and the globally optimal alignment 
or threading that instantiate it. The braiich-and-bound al- 
gorithm described is unusual in that, in any given case, it 
either finds the mathematically esact answer or it exhausts 
time or space resources. Importantly it never returns an 
approximate or inexact result. Different landscapes affect. 
the time required by such an algorithm (and hence, whether 
or not it converges within a specific time limit), but they 
cannot change the fact that, the algorithm always finds the 
mathematically esact global score or fails to converge. It is 
easy to see that the landscape topology is a sensitive func- 
tion of the scoring schema. Note that unless there is con- 
siderable differentiation between the different amino acids’ 
preferences for different structural environments (including 
preferences for neighboring amino acids), the landscape will 
be relatively flat and a branch-and-bound search would be 
expected to converge only slowly. 

The general form of vario!ls scnriltg schemata proposed 
thus far consists of sets of pseudo energies associated wit.11 
the placement of each amino acid type into each defined 
structural environment. These energies are generally dr- 
rived from Gibbs’ relationship between energy and proba- 
bility by estimating from known struct,ures t,he probability 
of observing each amino acid type in each modeled struc- 
tural environment. The structural environment,s proposed 
have included the degree of solvent exposure, the type of 
secondary structure, and various measures of “distance” Ix- 
tween neighbors. The simplest way of including the latter 
neighborness has been to count t,he frequency at which tht, 
different types of amino acids are observed a6 neighbors ill a 
set of determined nat,ive structures and then convert t hrm 
to pseudo Gibbsian energies or log likelihood ratios. i .L: 
c!iscussed below, we believe that t.hese simple definitions of 
neighbor and/or pairwise environment is a likely source ul 
5icme of the limit~ations of the cuirent threadmg approachrs. 

-4 set of fold models and a scoring schema capable of 
recognizing t,he correct structure should be unbiased toward 
thr parkulars of the native sequences. This is obviously iIll- 
portant if one is testing scoring schema by the recognit,ion of 
native sequences by their native-derived modeled structures 
The simplest side chain independent definition of neighbors 
depends only on the physical distance bet.ween the alpha 01 
beta carbon pairs. Even this simple definition is not ob- 
viously related to the physical forces expected to directlq 
affect prot,ein folding. Note, two amino acids on opposite 
sides of a beta sheet might satisfy the distance conditions. 
but fail to make any physical contact. More to the point is 
the fact that two close amine acids, even on the same side of 
a beta sheet or alpha helix, may make little or no physical 
energetic contact due to the positioning of their side chain 
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rotamers. Thus any simple spatial definition of ueighborness 
used iu calculating pseudo energies directly from frequencies 
will be a mixture of non interacting or “chance” neighbors 
and truly interacting neighbors. 

The recent structure determination of a number of beta 
propeller proteins has provided an excellent test for the com- 
parison of conserved physical contacting neighbors versus 
“chance” neighbors. In particular, the recent determina- 
tion of the G-protein’s beta subunit structure (Wall et al. 
1995, Lambright et al. 199G) has proved very informative. 
This protein is a member of the so-called WD-repeat, fam- 
ily of functionally diverse proteins (Neer et al. 199G). Here 
there are seven sequence variable repeats correlating one 
to one with the seven small beta sheet structural “blades”. 
All propeller blades in this very symmetric structure are 
nearly identical at the peptide backbone level. By com- 
paring equivalent amino acid position contacts in each of 
the seven blades two facts are seen: first, less than half of 
the neighboring position pairs make energetic contacts; and. 
second, only about half of those contacts are made in the 
majority of the seven blades (see Figure 2). The latter is par- 
ticularly interesting since the amino acid types involved in 
the apparently conserved contacts are often not the same. 
They may be the key structural determinants since many 
of the equivalent contacts are found to esist as interacting 
amino acids in totally unrelat,ed non WD-repeat beta pro- 
peller proteins. If these interpretations are correct, there are 
important implications for any threading approach to fold 
prediction. 

3 New directions 

Our recent experiences and those of others (Lemer et al. 
1995; Lathrop & Smith :996) on current threading model 
enviroument and scoring function definitions, in combina- 
tion with some successful sequence pattern alphabets (.4dams 
et al. 199G; Henikoff k Hen&off 1993; Smith & Smith 1990), 
suggested the need for much better modeled structure char- 
acterizations. Secondary structure, the degree of solvent 
exposure, and the various types of pairwise “neighborness” 
proposed, clearly reflect important structural characteristics 
expected to be common between distant homologs. How- 
ever, either they are not very robust over the observed rauge 
of homologue variation, or we have not been able yet to es- 
ploit t,hem fully in the design of sequence-to-structure align- 
ment scoring schemes. We have therefore begun to investi- 
gate a new set of structural environment descriptors based 
on two native protein properties. The first is the ideal tetra- 
hedral geometry of the beta. carbon reflected in the various 
libraries of side chain gamma carbon rotamers. The sec- 
ond is the close packing of internal side chains. The Iat,- 
ter results in few internal empty spaces or internal water 
molecules in most proteins. This leads to two contradictory 
ideas: one, many neighboring contacts are purely incident,al 
and are not fold discriminating; two, all neighbors signifi- 
cantly contribute to the compatibility of any amino acid to 
its local environment. Nearly all past t,hreading work has 
assumed the second idea. 

A number of environmental variables can be defined rel- 
ative t.o this beta carbon tetrahedral geometry. One needs 
only to place one’s self at the beta carbon, and ask what, 
can be “seen” through each of the tetrahedral windows. 
These windows are formed by each face of a tetrahedrou 
constructed by taking the normal to the three ideal beta- 
gamma carbon vectors (the bottom face which is normal 
to the alpha-beta vector is not considered). These can be 
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Figure 2: Plot of inter and intra G-protein beta subunit 
contacts. (-4) Shows line of sight beta carbon pairs common 
to five out of seven blades. (B) Shows energetic amino acid 
side chain contacts common to five out of seven blades. 
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Figure 3: The observed frequencies of the rotamer state 
(tetrahedral window trough which the side chain points out- 
ward) being the same as the maximum available visible vol- 
ume window (green bars) and minimum available visible vol- 
ume window (red bars). For isoleucine, threonine and valine, 
which have two distinct gamma branched atoms, we have in- 
dicated two rotamer states. For isoleucine first rotamer state 
corresponds to the direction of the vector between atoms 
CB-CGl (which indicates the direction of the long arm of 
isoleucine). For threonine first rotamer corresponds to the 
direction of the vector CB-OGl. For valine the masimal or 
minimal visible volume windows car both CGI and CG2 are 
taken into account. and the f,eyuency is calculated as the 
average value. 

simply defined by the geometry of the backbone’s atom co- 
ordinates of a model or real structure, independent of any 
particular set of observed side chains (including Glycine and 
Proline). Clearly in ;t surface position one will be able to see 
the solvent, out of at least, oue OC these windc,ws. Depending 
un the local as well as t,hc neighborin, = secsndary st,ructure, 
one will see different beta carbon arldior backbone atoms at 
different distances through each of the tetrahedral windows. 
Among the various possible “line-of-sight” tetraheilral char- 
acterization of any modeled position is a vector of “visible 
volume”. This is defined as the volume visible about each 
beta carbon that is not occluded by any other beta carbon or 
backbon? atom (Lo Conte and Smith 19~7). This three corn- 
ponents vector (the lower window is totally occluded by t,he 
backbone) is espected to correlate with solvent esposure, 
large side c lain -1 rotamer preferences and various pairwisr 
packing preferences. The latter two have the potential to 
help dist,inguish between significant and incidental pairwise 
neighbors. See for example, in Figure 3 the strong correia- 
tions observed in nearly two hundred non homologous pro- 
teins, between the maximal visible volume component and 
the window containing the observed gamma carbon rotamer. 

Current studies of the potential for characterizing the 
essential conserved features of any family of struct,ures by 
a set of visible volume vect.ors have been quite suggestive. 
For example it has long been recognized that one of the key 
characteristics of any globular structure is the correlation 
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Figure 4: j-4) A plot of the exposure about each protein core 
modeled positions as defined by the total visible volume ver- 
sus the solvent accessibility of that position when occupied 
by a beta carbon only. Here the beta carbon or equivalently, 
Fat .4lanine, effective radius has been set to .I.5 .A. (B) 4 
plot of the above “Fat hlanine” versus the percentage of 
cative side chain exposure as calculat.ed by DSSP. 

betweeu amino acid hydrophobicity and its fold position es- 
posure. As seen in Figure 4, the total visible vo!ume clear!:, 
contains this information. 

In fact the visible volume, which contains no direcl spr- 
cific side chain information, appears as sensitivr in detect,ing 
the esposure/buried periodicity of an alpha he!is as the side 
chain hydrophobicity or side chain esposure (Lo (I’ontr rtncl 
Smith 1997). In addition, the visible volume vector appear> 
capable of discriminating between extended or helical local 
backbone environments. This arises directly from the fat! 
that the alpha beta vector has a very different angle rclati\,e 
to t,he overall helical versus beta sheet surfaces (L,o (.‘ontv 
and Smith 1~~7). In combination with the n:~mhcr of beta 
carbons “visible” through ea.ch tetrahedrai window, this vis- 
ible volume vector has the potential to encode allowed sidt- 
chain packings and thus provide a better method of scoring 
potential pairwise cont,acts in sequence to structure align- 
ments. 

We have been able to identify One of the probable fat,- 
tars limiting threading predict.ability using the above de- 
fined het.a carbon tetralkedral window line-of-sight views. 
We !lave defined neighboring positions in our threading fold 
models as any two beta carbons on direct, line of sight at 
les? than 8.5 A. It appears that the majority of thesv line 
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C’ . 1gul.e .5: Leg-hemoglobin: sequence threaded through the myoglobin struct.ural model. (Bl) Reference alignment,. (BL) Short 
“D” hrlis lenloved, nc, active rite constraints. (B3) Short .‘D” helis removed, requiring model eiements at positious E7 and 
F8 to hr occupirc! hg h~stidine, H. from the sequence.( Lathrop and Smith 19YG) 

ot sight neighbors are equivalent to those that cont,ribut,r 
to the pairwise scores in most other current threading ap- 
proaches (data not shown). yet, one would assume that 
for all amino acids with no gamma branched at,oms only 
the neighbors seeu through the rotamer occupied window 
would make major contacts. Two neighboring amino acids 
having rotamers pointing in opposite direction surely make 
insignificant contacts. Thus, it is nearly obvious that t,wo 
amino acids need not be in structurally meaningful con- 
tact just because twc corresponding fold positions are close 
neighbors. Most existing pairwise scoring schemata might 
therefore be expected to result in about two parts noise and 
one part signal. This is in agreement with our initial study 
of the fraction of amino acid pairs making significant ener- 
getic contact in the G-protein beta subunit. This in turn 
suggests that if in any particular threading such pairwise 
score function noise happens to average out, the prediction 
may be very accurate; if not. it may be totally off the mark. 

It would appear that one ueeds to include rotamer pref- 
erences and to associate them when possible to the various 
tetrahedral line-of-sight properties. Potential neighbors or 
pairwise contacts contribute to the scoring of a given thread- 
ing depending on the particular amino acid type aligned 
to each tetrahedral hne-of- >,ght characterized pair of posi- 
tions, and this in turn is espccted tc complicate the current 
bounds calculations used ii> t,hr La:hrop and Smith (1996) 
Branch and Bound optirnai tl:read;ng algorithm. In Figure 
1. this means that differlnt subsets of arcs or potential pair- 
wise coutacts in the modeled fold contribute to the alternate 
threading scores. However. the pairwise score may still be 
only a function of the amino acid pans aligned to any two 
potentially interacting positions. 

Finally, we would note additional information has al- 
ready been shown to greatly increase the potential accuracy 
of a threading alignment (Lathrop and Smith 1996). This is 
done by restricting all allowed threadings to place a partic- 
ular type of amino acid within a very restricted part of the 
modeled fold architecture. Figure 5 shows, for esample, the 
resuit of requiring t,he conserved Histidines in the thread- 
lug of Leg hemoglobin into a myoglobin derived model fold, 
the alignment of which is rather poor otherwise. This fig- 
ure shows that: the accuracy of all the modeled positions 
is greatly improved by the included pattern; and of course, 
the specificity of such a minimal pattern is iucreased by the 
contest of the modrled structural fold. In particular, this 
menus a reduction ii? false positives with iittle or no loss in 
true positives. 

While the inclusion of a require amino acid type iu a 
given modeled position is very different from including a vec- 

tor of visible volume and/or numbers oi visible beta carbons 
about a modeled position we conclude that with the inclu- 
sion of such additional structural information the threading 
approach may yet live up to our expectations. 
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